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1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.Bb5 a6 4.Bxc6 dxc6
5.0-0 f6 Find 3 other candidate moves for
black 6.d4 exd4 7.Nxd4 Is this better, worse
or about the same as Qxd4? Ne7 8.Nc3 Ng6
9.Be3 Bd6 10.f4 Why was this played? Were
there other alternatives and were they as
good? 0-0 11.Qd3 Qe8 12.Rae1 Kh8
Who do you think is better here and why?
13.a3 Bd7 14.Nb3 Why did white retreat his
knight from the centre? Rd8 15.Qe2 Bc8
16.Na5 c5 Find at least 2 other candidate
moves 17.Nc4 b6 18.Nxd6 Rxd6
Why not undouble the c-pawns? 19.f5
This leaves white with a backward e-pawn that
is very weak. What good things make up for
this? Ne5 20.Nd5 Rf7 21.c4 Bb7 22.Bf4
Rdd7 Who is better and why? If your answer is
different to what you said 10 moves ago, then
say where you think things changed. If the
same player is better in your opinion, is he
more, less or the same level better? 23.Rc1
a5 24.Rc3 Ba6 Should black have captured
the knight on d5 with this bishop this move?
What about on the previous move? 25.Rfc1
What is the idea behind this move? Bb7
Black seems to be shuffling his bishop
backwards and forwards without a clear plan.
Try to find a plan for black. Work out what
white is trying to do, and what black might do
to stop him. 26.Rh3 Nc6 27.Rcc3
Find other candidate moves here, and analyse
the. Was the move played the best and if not
which move was in your opinion? Nd4
This was a blunder. Find better moves for
black 28.Rxh7+ Kxh7 29.Qh5+ Kg8 30.Rh3
Ne2+ How would white win after 30..Rf8?
31.Kf2 Why did black resign here? What
would be the continuation for the next few
moves?
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